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SCOPE CHAIR COLLECTION

DESIGN BY HANS THYGE & CO
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Created with environmental consideration, Scope is a new wooden chair collection designed by 

Hans Thyge & Co. Its wooden finishes, let you enjoy nature indoors and bring a warm and cozy  

feeling into your interior design. Scope is designed to reduce noise: Integrated felt pads underneath 

the seat improve the acoustics and shield fabric when stacked. 

Choose between 5 different models and adapt Scope to a variety of different spaces.
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At first glance, Scope seems very simple with its clear lines, but taking a closer look, 

you discover harmonious proportions, a beautifully curved detail on the edge of the 

seat and a stethoscope supporting the sleek and elegant backrest.

SCOPE CHAIR COLLECTION
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Scope chair: Back in smoked oak, seat with upholstery Kvadrat Vidar 222, frame/stethoscope in black.

No visible screws when seen from the front, gives 

Scope a sleek and stylish profile.

ELEGANT BACKREST



With the stethoscope, you can add style and beauty to the chair and to your room. 

Use this small piece of jewelry to change the chair’s expression - from warm and 

soft to a more sleek and fashionable expression. This fun and interesting detail 

doesn’t only have a decorative purpose, it also connects the frame and the 

backrest and holds them in place.

THE STETHOSCOPE – A PIECE OF JEWELRY  
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Smoked oak

light sandy grey frame & stethoscope

Oak

light sandy grey frame & stethoscope

Black lacquered oak 

light sandy grey frame & stethoscope

Smoked oak

black frame & stethoscope

Smoked oak

black frame & brass stethoscope

Oak

black frame & stethoscope

Oak

black frame & brass stethoscope

Black lacquered oak 

black frame & stethoscope

Black lacquered oak

black frame & zinc stethoscope



22Scope bar: Seat in oak with light sandy grey frame. Link bar table size: 200x70 table top: Forbo linoleum ’Mushroom’

”Scope is the result of working with the archetype of 

the chair, creating small stories of contrast 

and tactile exploration to make an 

intriguing design appear.”

- Hans Thyge, designer 
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Scope chair: Back in oak, seat with upholstery Kvadrat Vidar 222. Black frame and brass stethoscope. Link table size: 2 x 200x120 table top: Forbo linoleum ’Mauve’
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Scope is a resource-efficient chair. It’s made of FSC certified 

wood and is constructed with a thin pressed veneer so that it uses 

as little wood as possible without compromising its strength. 

CRAFTED WITH ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

Scope chair: Back/seat in oak with black frame/stethoscope.



Scope Lounge is a great option if you are looking for an extra level of comfort and want to create a cozy 

space. Thanks to an extra-thick seat cushion and a well-padded curved backrest, you get enhanced 

comfort and support. Use its sculptural backrest, the stethoscope, to add a contrasting twist to the 

chair’s sleek and elegant look and make the whole room more stylish.

SCOPE LOUNGE - WHEN YOU WANT TO UNWIND
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Scope chair: Back/seat with upholstery, light sandy grey frame and stethoscope in brass. 

Link table size: 120x120 table top: Forbo linoleum ’nero’



The stools and barchairs feature a beautifully organic shaped seat 

combined with a tubular metal structure. The grains of the veneer surface 

give Scope a light and natural expression and bring a warm, tactile feel to 

your spaces.

SCOPE BAR & STOOL
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Scope is designed to reduce noise. The integrated felt pads underneath the seat 

improve the acoustics and create a more pleasant environment. The felt pads also 

shield and protect the upholstered seat when the chair is stacked.

NOISE REDUCTION
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Scope barchair: Seat in black lacquered oak with black frame 

Link bar table size: 140x70, H: 105 cm. Table top: Forbo linoleum ’Charcoal’

Scope armchair: Seat in smoked oak with black frame. Comfortable armrest of black pur. 



Scope lounge: Back in oak, seat with leather. Frame/stethoscope in black. 
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THE NAME SCOPE COMES FROM 

THE SMALL DETAIL ON THE BACK

INSPIRED BY THE DOCTOR’S STETHOSCOPE 
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The feature - distinctive piped seams - highlights Scope’s fresh and elegant backrest 

and creates a classic and upmarket look. Use the playful colour palette of the  

stethoscope, and give Scope the style that suits you best and reflects your interior 

decor.

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING EDGES WITH PIPED SEAMS

Scope armchair: Back/seat with upholstery kvadrat Fiord 351. Black frame and zinc stethoscope 



Hans Thyge & Co design studio was founded in 1990 by 

Hans Thyge Raunkjaer. The studio consists of passionate 

designers with bold ideas and a love for beautiful design. 

The studio believes that every design should tell a story of 

creativity, tradition, vision, culture and values. The studio 

has received several awards throughout the years in the 

international design scene. 

ABOUT HANS THYGE & CO.
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We seek to create unique designs and focus on sustainability and a long life circle. 

We are based in Denmark where we develop and produce contract furniture in close 

collaboration with talented architects. Together we challenge form, materials and sustainability.

RANDERS+RADIUS
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RANDERS+RADIUS A/S

Tolsagervej  9 

DK  8370 Hadsten

Tel. +45 7030 0515   

 info@randersradius.dk

www.randersradius.dk


